
Postmodern apathy, cynicism, and relativism not withstanding, we are expe-
riencing a fragmented and chaotic reality acted out in massively irresponsible 
behaviors across the Earth. Our world is shrinking under the mercilless assault 
of our polluting and wastful habits.  Habits that come out of accepting a life 
in the fast lane under the mantra of more, bigger, faster, better, and cheaper. 
Habits that keep on failing to provide what they promise and instead deliver 
only more unmet needs, grief and stress. Despite the promises heralded by 
the rising digital age, continuous scientific breakthroughs, the prowess of 
technological evolution, and the myth of infinite growth and rationality,  we 
always find ourselves returning, increasingly more frustrated, to the same 
ancient existential dilemmas born out of just being alive and trying to attain 
some peace, security, and contentment.  Little, if any, have we advanced in 
these simple matters.  Escaping this fact into the carefully crafted distrac-
tions geared to our most superficial desires and exercised through unchecked 
consumerism, social media, or entertainment never quite works either. 
Worse still, we are witnessing what some of these habits have brought us: 
global warming, unspoken poverty co-existing with opulent greed, violence, 
AIDS, terrorism, war, ecological devastation, and economic instability at a 
planetary scale.  Although it is hard to admit it, we ourselves have been all 
too often shy accomplices of this state of affairs.  Confused, distracted and 
overwhelmed by the neurotic complexity of it all, we feel little more than ir-
relevant peons, floating astray in the rough seas of 21st Century civilization.

Professing architecture is no light matter in these circumstances. True pro-
fessing demands that we hold a position, make a vow in the name of a deep 
seeded passion for architecture, our fellow beings and Earth. But let us not 
forget that our professing also requires being able to technically and com-
petently respond to architectural challenges. Professing is where belief and 
knowledge come together in the here and now of present reality.  Hence, 
uncritically adopting off-the shelf Postmodern, Neo-Modern, Deconstructiv-
ist, or any other pre-digested style is superficial and irresponsible. So, how 
are we to profess architecture facing this reality? Can we truly make a com-
mitted and caring act for the sake of improving whatever is trusted to us as 
architects?  Can we make a difference?  The studio will take on this question 
professionally. And, following the two meanings behind professing, it will 
move simultaneously in two parallel paths of commitment and embodiment.
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One of the major problems that designers face is how to develop architec-
tural ideas without falling trapped of time-honored precedents.  During this 
semester we will avoid historical pressures on the basis that new ways of ar-
chitectural ideation and response are required to approach the new challenges 
facing our civilization and the profession. We will consider contemporary 
architects that push the envelope but not looking to learn from their formal 
mannerism, tectonic prowess, green activism, social progressivism, or intel-
lectual sophistication. Instead, we are going to decipher the deep meaning, 
reverential contextualism, cultural criticism, and experiential transcendental-
ism behind their work. Of central importance will be detecting the process 
and methods by which they are able to produce such remarkable work. As 
Daniel Libeskind would put it, we are after the ‘ART OF ARCHITECTURE.’

For all these reasons, the design process in this studio will not use precedents 
in the traditional sense (i.e., style, direct assemblages of images, typol-
ogy, program, etc.) but as sources for radical transformative meditations, 
manipulations, constructions. We will seek architectural ideas, issues, and 
schemes out of design maneuvers initially based solely in action grounded 
on insight and intuition. We will immerse ourselves in a doing-driven 
process wherein the assignment of meaning will come afterward.  This 
methodology, often called the 'Da Vinci' device, is hinged in the concept 
of 'reading', that is, in the association of value, ideas, or information to 
the perceivable qualities of the produced artifacts.  In this methodology of 
trust and creative openness, the interpretive act is the ultimate design act.  

In other words, the art of architecture will be sought and found by means of one 
of the most important abilities given to humanity: PLAY!  The mindboggling 
power of playing is well known. We only need to realize that what is built 
between birth until 4-5 year of age (i.e., our very foundation) is largely due to 
ludic activity. Playing always begins as a free exploration of the new territory's 
conditions.  It then progresses to more commitment by elaborating rules and 
eventually occupies the player’s whole body, heart and mind. Once the game is 
mastered, the sharp edges between real and imaginary, technic and art, feasible 
and impossible, and knowing and not-knowing become increasingly fuzzy 
until they are transcended. Excellence and great design only begin at this point.

A third concern of the studio will address 'BEING' in the context of the  three 
fundamental directions in which human life may advance: doing, having, or 
being We clearly live in a culture that expects from us continuous productive 
or consumption activity. Be it at work, in the market, or at school, we are 
being asked to do more and more. The other side of the coin is the simultane-
ous expectation for uncritical consumption. The message is clear and loud.  
If we are not busy doing, then be busy consuming, but be busy. Don’t stop! 

Faced with this state of affairs, we will consider the implications of ceas-
ing  the enslaving cycles of unchecked production and consumption 
through various practices. The goal will be to discern and design a place 
where to find, enjoy and expand being. We’ll study architectures that 
silence busy-ness and celebrates not-doing, not-having, and letting be.
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There is something unspoken of great power that is pushing us into this path to-
ward ART, PLAY, and BEING: Spirituality. At some level, we "sense" that to-
day's huge problems will never be sincerely addressed (and thus solved) unless 
we acknowledge the ultimate meaning, wholeness, or trans-personal nature of 
reality and all beings. While this vision does not require a divinity, it doesn’t 
shy away from the sublime and metaphysical either. In this sense, perhaps, our 
most urgent job as architects is to profess the sacredness of all space on Earth 
so that land development may be done with care and wisdom. The preservation, 
respect, and celebration of space can only come when we honor its sacred di-
mension. By bringing a spiritual sensibility to its fold, architecture may be able 
to positively affect a world in desperate need for truth, goodness, and beauty. 

The Sacred Space & Cultural Studies (SSCS) concentration is our 
learning laboratory to discuss, explore, practice, and advance an ar-
chitecture that invites us to transcedent by the power of design quality

We are very excited to have Polish-American architect DANIEL LIBESKIND, 
well known for his deep commitment to music, philosophy, and literature as 
well as for an architecture that is resonant, original, and sustainable.  He will be 
directing a very intense worskhop in October 23-25. Although his stay is short, 
it will be quite influential and memorable. In fact, this year Walton studio 
has been morphed to explore the 'art of architecture', a key concern of Mr. 
Libeskind. Consistent with this intention, Australian artist Georgia Saxelby, 
recognized for her provocative installations, will be joining the studio during 
the workshop. As the 2019 Walton Critic, architect Libeskind will participate 
in the life of our school at large including lecturing, meeting faculty, and so 
on. However, the main focus of Daniel's residency at CUArch is to teach our 
studio. We hope students will take full advantage of this unique opportunity.  

The semester will be broken down in the following five parts

Part 1 (Play: A-D Workshop) provides the cognitive and affective scaf-
folding for the rest of the semester.  Part 2 (Art: Open up) asks students 
to read and travel for the sake of art and architecture. In Part 3 (Being: 
Design Parti) an architectural scheme is created for a new building type 
intended to support the finding, development, and celebration of Being 
(located in DC). Part 4 (Libeskind Workshop) explores the 'art of ar-
chitecture'. Part 5 (Design Development and Presentation) focuses on 
developing and communicating the architectural investigation. Students 
will have a chance to work in direct relation with the 2019 Walton Critic.
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Required readings, bibliographical and web references, particular 
materials, other resources as well as specific details about studio ac-
tivities, goals, and expectations will be presented in the assignments 
covering the four pedagogical phases and schedule described above.

The studio asks participants to work in teams. This is necessary given the high 
expectations of the class and the short time we have to cover the material. But, it 
is also an explicit recognition and exercise of how architectural practice actually 
works —a largely cooperative enterprise in which different people bring their 
expertise and ideas into a project.  Working in teams will afford students the op-
portunity to develop collaborative skills and their own strengths as individuals 
while, at the same time. The faculty will assist such effort but it is the students' 
duty to find appropriate accommodations to diversity and difference. Still, 
depending on the assignment, there will be some opportunities to work alone. 

Specific information regarding grading, support, accessibility, re-
sources, standards, policies and more are included in the OFFICIAL 
SYLLABUS of this class, as per regulation of The Catholic Univer-
sity of America. All that is included in this SYLLABUS COMPAN-
ION falls under the regulations and rules described in that document.

TEAM WORK
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